We build technology to repair and protect our civilization.

WHAT IS THE WOLVEN INDUSTRIES EM ENGINE?
The Wolven Industries Electromagnetic (EM) Engine is a modular generator of electricity that
captures energy from the propulsive force of homogenously charged magnets. Featured in this
presentation is the MK-1 design.

WHAT PROBLEMS THIS INNOVATION ADDRESSES
While solar energy is a popular option for widespread
marketable energy, it has two key problems:
• Solar panels are unreliable in many areas of the
world.
• Properly disposing of expired solar panel
materials is a lesser-talked-about threat to the
environment.

While nuclear energy is also a tried and true option for
widespread marketable energy, it has two key problems:
• It requires teams of rare human talent to manage
properly. And even then, there is always the risk
of meltdowns.
• The magnitude of potential damage upon the
planet and society is immeasurably relative to
each reactor.

WHAT PROBLEMS THIS INNOVATION ADDRESSES
The Wolven Industries EM Engine would be a reliable source of energy renewable by clean energy sources
without any threat of nuclear meltdown.

The greatest threat would be if its inner disk were to break loose from the axel with strong enough
magnetic propulsion to break through the enclosure. This could lead to physical injuries to someone
nearby. Though, that is nowhere near the same level of devastation caused by a nuclear meltdown.

HOW THIS DEVICE WORKS
To understand how the EM Engine works,
you only need a rudimentary understanding of magnetism.
Magnetism is a physical phenomenon produced by the
motion of electric charge, which results in attractive
and repulsive force between objects.
With any magnet, there is a north and south pole.
When any two or more magnets of different poles are
pushed together, they repulse each other.
When any two or more magnets of the same poles are
pushed together, they repulse each other.

HOW THIS DEVICE WORKS
Unlike the electric motors that first need a sustainable electric current to generate a magnetic field,
this is a contained series of positioned neodymium magnets that are placed against a homogenously
charged disk.
The disk turns an axel, and the axel powers the motor. The motor powers
whatever anyone would like relative to its power output capability.
There have been similar concepts in attempts to create perpetual motion,
but this is a design that's in line with the laws of thermodynamics.
Therefore, this device does not achieve perpetual motion; it achieves
long-sustaining motion for however long the magnets retain their charge,
like batteries.
When the magnets lose their charge, they need to be recharged with an
electrical current. This current can come from any clean-energy source.

HOW THIS DEVICE WORKS
The closest conceptual invention that exists like the Wolven Industries EM Engine is the Faraday Disk.
However, there are design differences that make the EM
engine very different in key ways, namely the following:
1. Disk motion is not based on two poles on either side
of the flat of the disk’s face, but against the curvature
of its edge.
• This is relevant and difficult to achieve as an
engineering feat because, in our design, the
kinetic energy of the disk’s spin is based on the
sustainment of the magnetic force’s angular
application, thus greatly increasing energy out
more than what was previously ever achieved.
Image downloaded from Émile Alglave & J. Boulard (1884) The Electric
Light: Its History, Production, and Applications, translated by T. O'Conor
Sloan, D. Appleton & Co., New York, p.224, fig.142 on Google Books

HOW THIS DEVICE WORKS
Our device is highly modular, enabling a user’s ability to control the speed of the disk.
One of the biggest problems we’ve encountered with prototypes of
the EM Engine is getting the magnets in proper positioning, as well
as staying in positioning.
2. The four red arrows in the image to the left indicate slots in
the enclosure of the device for inserting the propulsion
magnets.
They are held in place by heterogenous magnetic poles
embedded within the enclosure, as well as by the slot of the
enclosure itself.
By removing and inserting different compatible magnets, a
user will be able to change the kinetic energy of the disk.

HOW THIS DEVICE WORKS
Simplicity is the power of this device.
One of the major concerns we’ve heard about from interested,
potential investors is heat meltdowns.
There is the fear that because there is a continually spinning disk on
an axel within the enclosure, heat will gradually build up until the
device ceases to function.
However, this is easily taken care of with slits in the top of the
device, below the motor to which it’s attached.
As the inner disk spins, heat will generate but as heat naturally rises,
the heat will leave from the top of the device without any
noteworthy problem.

KEY NOTES ABOUT THIS DEVICE
Here are three major takeaways about the Wolven Industries EM Engine.
•
•

•

•

What powers the device is the modular neodymium
magnets.
Inserting stronger magnets into their modular slits within
the enclosure would push the disk faster because the
distance between the magnet and the disk wouldn’t
change, creating more pressure relative to the charge of
the more powerful magnet, pushing the disk harder.
Depicted in this presentation is the MK-1 conceptual
rendering. However, this device has the potential to power
anything relative to its size and the power of the modular
magnets used.
This design does not break the laws of thermodynamics as
a perpetual motion machine because the magnets need
external charging.

WHY THIS DEVICE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
The closest conceptual invention that exists like the Wolven Industries EM Engine is the Faraday Disk.
•

Its conceptually direct competitor (a fixed-coil, rotating
magnet) may have superior performance in a pure
laboratory setting. However, such a concept is particularly
difficult to mass-market. This device has the potential to
change the world because its pragmatic manufacturability.
• The enclosure of this design can be modified to be
“rugged” for military use.
• Pocket-sized versions can be created for sustainably
powering handheld electronics.
• House-sized versions can be created to compete
directly will main, modern sources of home electricity
providers.
• There can even be vehicle-sized versions for powering
anything from cars to electric jets.

WHY THIS DEVICE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
The closest conceptual invention that exists like the Wolven Industries EM Engine is the Faraday Disk.
•

•

•

The estimated lifetime of the device is much longer than
common solar panels because the modular propulsion
magnets necessary as the catalyst for generating electricity
are rechargeable.
The modular propulsion magnets can be recharged at any
clean-energy source capable of yielding a high enough
voltage, contributing directly to a worldwide carbon-zero
initiative.
If the device were to ever meltdown, the disk would
bounce around the inside of the enclosure, harming no
one. In the event that the disk would escape the enclosure,
it’s possible no one would still get hurt, and if someone
would get hurt, it’d likely only be one person, likely nonfatal with no threat to the environment like nuclear
meltdowns pose in direct contrast.
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